Martini puckers face NHL Stars

By Dick Ireno

Coach Ben Martini announced last night that the National Hockey League has given final approval to an exhibition game between the MIT varsity and the NHL All-Stars. Martini hypothesized that the unexpected honor was probably a result of his team's record-breaking performances over the past five years. Also, the NHL players have been clamoring for years to see the MIT facilities, complete with glass-smooth ice, lighting fast boards, and of course Harvard Key lemonade and cookies after the game. To build up spirit for the game, the Variety Club is sponsoring a sock hop on the ice before the game. It was also announced that the annual convention of NHL Zamboni drivers will be here that evening to observe the action in action between the periods.

At last word the Las Vegas bookmakers have put the NHL team as a slight 173 goal favorite. Coach Martini explained that his underdog status was probably due to the loss of two of his starting players. Mike Kron-Lee-Jon inversion is still out from an injury received in P.E. skating class, while goalie Steve Elyson is in the emergency suffering from frostbite. He shocked as a result of last week's game against W. Cranberry for High. Nevertheless, Clay Oy, who was the rest of the Tech club hopes to battle the NHL players with their combative style of play.

Ultragrossman loses

Grapplers come out on top in Garland Invitational

By Ann Varneriesan

Tech's wrestlers edged out a top-heavy squad of Garland J.C. grapplers, 29-20. The engineers were led by Kurt Babes '69, who registered a quick pin in 22 seconds in downing his Garland opponent. For Babes, it was practically a matter of life or death, as he had yet to win this year.

In addition, he has not had a match for two months and, according to Coach Wilson, this is "hurting." In one of the biggest surprises of the day Coach Chaslas entered Ultragrossman in the unlimited class instead of captain Dave Mason '69. In explaining this, Chaslas commented, "Lot is a closet wrestler. His unorthodox matches make him easy to overleave and still defense. I know he's hot to win this one for personal reasons." Ultragrossman lost by a split decision.

Coed athletics on upswing; heavyweights climaxes season

By Jane Horowitz

With the increasing importance of Women's athletics at MIT, we of The Reamer feel that a complete rundown of their activities and boy are they rundown is warranted. The Tech Coed crew has come into great prominence as of late. Led by stroke Edie Foulk, they have succeeded in blowing two races with less than an hour to go. Periodically, the coeds have better luck as the Gillian Olsons-Loxons foree last day we in the meet against Harvard, climaxed the season.

On another front the Tech Women Wrestlers scrapped and piled hair to a 58-1 loss at the hands of the Techmen. The institutional match was accepted by the Strappers with the promise "We'll have them flat on their backs." The Coeds succeeded in verifying the rules threat. Each Coed lost at the mains within the first seconds. The prospects look dim for the future due to the loss of our female wrestlers because of overextended illness.

Crimson outlooks fancies in Harvard Sq. meeting

Harvard's fencers outstruck MIT 15-17 in Thursday night's meeting in Harvard Square. The Crimson, undoubtedly the most experienced team in the East, off a furious Tech rally at a crucial point, grabbed the meet. Wil Master beat three engineers to the Harvard.

Charles the Tech Tailor

- CLEANING
- PRESSING
- REPAIRING
- LAUNDRY

Always At Your Service in The MIT STUDENT CENTER
84 MASS. AVENUE
EL 6-3805

Co! Vermont Transit

ski buses to 12 major ski areas

Convenient Vermont Transit Bus service to 12 famous Vermont Ski Areas! Leave on Fridays, return after skiing on Sundays.

* Additional weekend connecting service plus daily connecting service to Stowe. * Why be in the driver's seat? Avoid tiring driving. Go on modern room equipped Vermont Transit Buses!

Stowe

Killington, Pico

Mt. Snow, Haystack

Jay Peak, Mad River

Sugarbush, Glen Ellen

Bromley, Stratton, Magic

Vermont Transit Lines

University Travel Co. Tel. UN 4-7800
18 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass.